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Abstract
In this article it is argued that social power can be created based upon either
the reproduction of social order or coercively but that in complex societies
the former is the more important. Building upon the ideas of a number of
authors – including Arendt, Parsons, Barnes, Bachrach and Baratz, Lukes,
Giddens, Foucault and Clegg – a typology of seven forms of power creation
is developed in a manner which allows for diverse phenomena from previ-
ously divergent perspectives to be woven together into a theoretical whole
which renders them commensurable. At the foundational level, social order
presupposes the recreation of shared meanings which enable actors to act
in collaboration in a way which they could not otherwise do. This
observation is used as the basic premise from which to re-examine the repro-
duction of social order and the relationship between power, structure
and knowledge. Among other things, this allows the author to render
Lukes’ ‘false consciousness’ argument commensurable with Foucault’s
power/knowledge hypothesis.
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As has been observed by Hindess, in social and political theory the analysis of
power has been approached both as a normative question – when is the exercise
of power legitimate? – or as problem of understanding where social power comes
from – How does society create power? (Hindess, 1996: 1–14). Both are fasci-
nating and equally valid questions. This is an article in social theory – as distinct
from normative political theory – and focuses on the creation of power.1 The aim
of the article is to outline a theory of social order which can provide conceptual
space for a large number of aspects of the creation of power which, to date, have
been theorized in incommensurable paradigms.

The literature which deals with the creation of power can be divided into two
broad camps. On the one hand, theorists have primarily viewed power coercively:
individuals get each other to do things which they would not otherwise do
through the threat or use2 of physical sanctions or inducements – punishment or
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reward. This is a view which informs the analysis of Weber (1978), Dahl (1957;
1961; 1968), Bachrach and Baratz (1962 – but not 1963),3 Wrong (1979), Poggi
(2001), Mann (1986; 1993)4 and those working within the realist tradition in
International Relations. In contrast to this, there are many who, in one way or
other (this class is more complex and diffuse), argue that power is an outcome of
the creation of social order which goes beyond coercion. The image of Hobbes’
Leviathan wielding the sword is replaced by a more complex vision of actors
reproducing social order which constrains and is responsible for relations of
power and powerlessness, but also facilitates by conferring upon actors a capacity
for social action which enables them to make things happen which would not
otherwise occur. This power can be exercised as ‘power to’, ‘power over’, in the
interests of all, contrary to their interests, for collective goals or solely for selfish
ends.5 While this analysis does not preclude the use of the sword, the power
created by the Leviathan, as reproduced social order, is considered to outstrip the
quantity of power attributable to the sword. Consistent with this, while we shall
pay some attention to the coercive creation of power, the primary emphasis will
be on the creation of power through the recreation of social order when the king’s
sword is firmly in the scabbard – we won’t go quite as far as to cut the king’s head
off, although the author concurs with Foucault’s sentiments in wishing to do so.

In the non-coercively based mode of analysis, the way in which the relation-
ship between social order and power is treated can be more or less direct: Parsons
(1963), Luhmann (1979), Barnes (1988) and Haugaard (1992; 1997a)6 elabor-
ate their theory of power directly from a theory of social order; Giddens (1984),
Clegg (1979; 1989) develop their analysis of the creation of power in relation to
social order but not entirely from it; Lukes (1974) and Foucault choose an
important aspect of social order (the role of knowledge in the reproduction of
relations of domination) to analyse power; while Arendt (1958: 200–5; 1969)
uses observations concerning the contrast between power and violence to theorize
two forms of social order (civic societies and tyrannies – the former based upon
power and the latter upon violence). To simplify and summarize these positions,
power is created by: system consensus directed towards systems goals (Parsons);
trust in system reproduction (Luhmann); self-reinforcing knowledge of rings of
reference which define objects (Barnes); the capacity for social action derived
from structuration (Giddens); the bias of a system (Bachrach and Baratz); ‘false
consciousness’ (Lukes); an inseparable link between power and knowledge
(Foucault); circuits of power that constitute social order (Clegg); the ability to
act in concert through the creation of legitimate polities (Arendt) and; (taking
account of the alternative perspective on the creation of power) coercion (Weber
et al.).7

In this article I will provide a theory of the creation of power which imposes
some kind of order and explains the relationship between these ways of creating
power. Obviously, I am not claiming that every aspect of these various perspec-
tives will be covered, although a significant number will be addressed. In order
to orient the reader I set out a typology of seven modes of creating power.8 At
this stage, this is simply a list but by the end of the article the theoretical link
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between the forms of power creation should become clear. The order of the list
is the order of theoretical development which follows. This has produced a slight
awkwardness in that it would have been neater if Luke’s third dimension could
have been treated third but the logic of theoretical development dictates other-
wise. As currently presented, the terms used are in untheorized format. When
theorization takes place, the categories will change but it is claimed that the types
of empirical phenomena covered will be largely the same. So, that, for instance,
in the analysis which follows the concept of ‘false consciousness’ is dropped in
favour of concepts which are consistent with the theoretical perspective being
developed and it is claimed that the new vocabulary and theorizations cover the
same empirical terrain as ‘false consciousness’. In terms of development of the
theory, we begin with the creation of power through the creation of social order
in general, this provides the theoretical backdrop for the next level of analysis,
and so on.

General typology: power is created from:

1 social order (Parsons, Luhmann, Barnes, Haugaard, Clegg and Giddens);9

2 bias (Bachrach and Baratz);
3 systems of thought (Foucault);
4 ‘false consciousness’ (Lukes);
5 power/knowledge, obligatory passage points (Foucault and Clegg);
6 discipline (Foucault);
7 coercion (Weber, Dahl, Bahcrach and Baratz, Mann and Poggi).

Let us begin our analysis with a sociological premise which is employed by,
among others, Parsons (1963), Arendt (1970), Luhmann (1979), Giddens
(1984), and Barnes (1988): a society gives actors a capacity to do things which
they could not otherwise accomplish if they were not members of society. In
general, agents derive their capacity to do things from two sources: nature and
society. With respect to natural power, this capacity to act comes from the
physical body and from the ability of humans to harness the laws of nature to
their advantage. The latter form of natural power presupposes knowledge of
nature’s regularities as manifest in cause and effect. This is a knowledge of the
natural ‘order of things’, be it the manifestation of ‘divine spirit’ or Newtonian
physics. Such knowledge may be mistaken but if it facilitates predictability then
it is sufficient for natural power – Ptolemeic astronomy is sufficient for naviga-
tion even though it is empirically false.

In this context, the designation of power as ‘natural’ power does not necess-
arily refer to the object of power but its source. If one individual treats another
as a physical object, through violence, the source of power is nature (biceps or
explosives) and, as a consequence, the power can be regarded as natural. However,
the use of natural power by agents against one another is also usually linked to,
or coupled with, social power, albeit negatively – as a failure of social power (these
are Weberian ideal-type distinctions). For the moment we will methodologically
bracket the analysis of physical power but will return to the subject in our analysis
of coercively-based power.
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Just as natural power presupposes knowledge of the causal regularities of the
physical world, social power is premised upon predictability in social life. At its
most basic, the added capacity for action which actors gain from society derives
from the existence of social order. If social life were entirely a matter of contin-
gency, social power would not exist. If actor A has no capacity to predict the
actions of B, then A would be both unable to exercise social ‘power over’ B (power
which B resists) or ‘power to’ (a capacity for action which B supports).

One of the theoretical errors which Parsons made in his analysis (1963) was
mislocation of consensus with regard to the creation of power through social
order. He argued that the creation of power presupposed consensus on system
goals but, of course, such a consensus precludes any significant levels of conflict
(see Giddens 1968; 1984).10 However, if we think of the consensus as a much
deeper, almost ontological consensus, then the scope for conflict is considerably
widened. A shared interpretative horizon which enables members of a society to
make sense of the world in a largely similar way is a form of consensus which
does not preclude conflict with regard to specific goals. In fact, unless conflict is
entirely based upon physical coercion, conflict presupposes predictability which,
in turn, is premised upon some form of consensus on social order – as argued by
Barnes (1988: 36).

At this point we begin the theoretical task of constructing a theory of social
order which is influenced by Giddens’ theory of structuration but is significantly
different from it.

The source of social order stems from social structures which lend order to an
action through the reproduction of meaning. If an actor behaves in a structured
way this entails that their action is interpretable as ‘the same’ as any other action
with the same meaning but accomplished in a different time, place, and by a
different agent. If an actor A votes by ticking a box next to a person’s name and
an entirely different actor B also ticks a box next to a different person’s name,
both are ordered acts contributing to the structuredness of society by virtue of
the meaning reproduced. It is not simply the act itself which contributes to order
(the ticking of a box) because not all acts of box ticking are ordered. A
baby playing with a pen may tick a box by accident but this is not an action
which constitutes part of social order, hence it is not structured, because the act
is both unpredictable and does not presuppose the reproduction of social
meaning.

As has been convincingly argued by Wittgenstein in his ‘private language’
argument, the reproduction of meaning is not a personal affair. The reason is that
meaning is not simply linked to intention but also presupposes recognition of
the act as intended. In this regard Giddens’ perception of structures as reproduced
through structuration has misleading implications. While it is true that the repro-
duction of structure presupposes structuration by an actor A, it also presupposes
the recognition of that action as ordered, or meaningful, by an actor B (struc-
turation is a necessary but not sufficient condition for the reproduction of social
structure). This second act we can term either ‘restructuration’ or ‘confirming-
structuration’. As the restructuration contains implications of re-doing, hence
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changing, I will use the somewhat more cumbersome term ‘confirming-
structuration’.

The necessity of confirming-structuration may be seen by analysing instances
where structuration takes place without confirming-structuration. While I
disagree with many aspects of Austin’s analysis of performatives, his distinction
between felicitous and infelicitous actions illustrates the distinction between
actions which are purely acts of structuration and those which are also confirm-
structured.

From the perspective of the sociological interpretation of social order, a
felicitous action is one where structuration meets with confirming-structuration
whereas, in contrast, an infelicitous act is an act of structuration which fails to
meet with confirming-structuration and, as such, stands in a similar theoretical
relationship as a private language does to a public or real language.11 Consider
the following instance:

Suppose, for example, I see a vessel on the stocks, walk up and smash the bottle hung
on the stem, proclaim ‘I name this ship the Mr Stalin’ and for good measure kick away
the chocks: but the trouble is, I was not the person chosen to name it (whether or not
– an additional complication – Mr. Stalin was the destined name; perhaps in a way it
is even more of a shame if it was). We shall all agree 1) that the ship was not thereby
named;12 2) that it is an infernal shame.

One could say that I ‘went through a form of ’ naming the vessel but that my action
was void or without effect, because I was not a proper person, had not the ‘capacity’,
to perform it: but one might also and alternatively say that, . . . it is a mockery, like a
marriage to a monkey. (Austin 1975: 23–4)

The reason that the ship was not thereby named is that an act of structuration
(it was both ordered and meaningful to the actor carrying out the naming) took
place without meaning being reproduced ‘publicly’ because others are not willing
to confirm-structure this act of structuration. Similarly, if someone were to
declare that they were marrying a monkey, however sincerely meant (structured),
this would not constitute a marriage because we do not live in a society which
would be likely to confirm this act of structuration as marriage and, as a conse-
quence, the structure of marriage would not be reproduced.

The necessity for confirming-structuration is what lies at the core of the post-
modernist claim that the meaning of a text is not created by the author. The
intended meaning of the author’s text is not created by his or her acts of struc-
turation but the actual meaning is only reproduced if it is understood, or
confirm-structured, by others.13

When Parsons argued that consensual power presupposes a shared circulatory
medium within the polity which functions in a manner which is similar to money
in the economy, he explained this through a type of structural functionalist expla-
nation which I would reject. However, many people have observed that there is
something intuitively insightful about the analogy and I would argue that what
is correct about the image is that money is a prime example of structure as
meaning. When I give a five Euro note in exchange for an object, a pen or
whatever, the fact that the person accepts an intrinsically valueless piece of paper
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for an object of actual use value is based upon the reproduction of meaning. By
handing the piece of paper to another I am structuring and by accepting the piece
of paper as something other than a piece of paper – as a five Euro note – the
second individual is confirm-structuring. In a situation of hyperinflation people
may refuse the offer of a five Euro note, in which case, however much I may
believe that I have a five Euro note, I actually have only a piece of paper which
has the appearance of money – an object which stands in much the same relation-
ship as ‘marriage to a monkey’ does to a ‘real marriage’. The modern capitalist
economy presupposes consensus on meaning which facilitates action but this
does not in any way preclude conflict or the exercise of ‘power over’ others.

Barnes’ theory of power is a more recent theory in the consensual tradition of
Parsons (Barnes, 1988). He argues that power presupposes circles of validating
knowledge. What makes John the leader of a gang is not simply John’s belief but
the fact that others constitute a validating ring of reference for that belief
(p. 51). John’s belief is an act of structuration whereas the validating ring of refer-
ence are others who are willing to confirm-structure John’s act of structuration
when, for instance, he gives an order. In this sense the powerful do not have
power, rather discretion of power is conferred upon them by others, which they
may use as ‘power to’ or ‘power over’ (p. 58). What distinguishes the actual
Napoleon from the various Napoleons who frequent psychiatric institutions are
not acts of structuration (both structure the same way) but the willingness of
people to confirm-structure the historical Napoleon’s acts of structuration and
their refusal to confirm-structure the psychiatric patient’s acts of structuration. I
would argue that this creation of a ring of reference constitutes the production
of meaning.14

As the basic units of meaning and social order, structures can either be deliber-
ately created at some point in time or, alternatively, the outcome of social order
as unintended effects. Language would be an example of the latter, whereas
organizations and political systems are instances of the former. Democracies are
political systems that have been created as assembled social structures which
presuppose confirming structuration in the same way that all structures do. When
parties A, B and C enter the political contest, what enables one party, or a combi-
nation of parties (coalition government), to win (to exercise power over the other
parties) is the fact that the other parties – the losers – are willing to confirm-struc-
ture the structuration practices of the victors so, in a sense, they consent to their
own defeat (Haugaard, 1997a: 136–54; 1997b).

I would argue that this consent lies at the core of Hannah Arendt’s analysis
where power is defined in terms of a willingness to act in concert which, contrary
to many interpretations, is not a concert with regard to outcomes (see Haugaard,
2002b). Rather, it is a consensus with respect to structural reproduction – struc-
turation and confirming-structuration of the structures of democracy. The form
of power does not necessarily entail consensus with regard to the outcome of an
interaction. Political parties enter the political arena to win – to prevail over
others in conflict – and, paradoxically, what enables them to emerge as the victors
is a deep commitment to the democratic rules of the game which is shared by
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those over whom they prevail. Participation in democratic politics entails a prior
commitment to accepting your own defeat.

These observations have direct relevance to Rawls’ concept of overlapping
consensus which I would interpret as the consensus necessary to ensure that a
democratic act of structuration will meet with confirming-structuration by others
(Haugaard, 1997a: 157–8). Even if a particular outcome is contrary to an actor’s
momentary desires, if the outcome is derived according to liberal principles, that
outcome will be endorsed (confirm-structured) by that actor. Of course, it is the
case, even in well-established democracies, that there are individuals who are not
willing to confirm-structure. These actors may have to be coerced into compli-
ance through violence.15 However, the more well established the democracy is,
the less this is the case.

As we have already observed, what makes Parsons’ money/power analogy
convincing is that money is essentially symbolic meaning. While the materiality
of commodities might suggest otherwise, the symbolic basis of economic power
extends to the economy as a whole. The modern capitalist economy presupposes
consensus upon not only the meaning of money but, also, the meaning of
commodities. As observed by Marx, the move to an economic world where useful
objects are exchanged for money and different objects of use value (pre-
capitalism) to an economic system where money is exchanged for commodities
only in order to create more money (M-C-M1, where M1 is greater than M) (capi-
talism) presupposes a shift in meaning whereby an object of use value becomes
perceived of as one of embodied exchange value. In the pre-capitalist world a coat
exists as an object whose meaning is defined in terms of warmth but within capi-
talism the coat becomes metamorphosed into a commodity of exchange value
which is a social hieroglyphic transferred upon it by the capitalist social system
(see Marx, 1953: 79). Not only are both money and commodities carriers of
meaning but they are part of a greater symbolic system. Conflicts between capi-
talists and between employer and employee presuppose a plethora of meanings
which are reproduced routinely in everyday economic activity – the meaning of
employer and employee is in itself a product of a capitalism as a system of
meaning.

To summarize, the creation of power through the reproduction of social order
in general presupposes a consensus upon the recreation of meaning which is
realized through structuring and confirm-structuring practices. These practices
are what make the reproduction of social power possible through the regulariza-
tion of the predictability of others. Structures are, essentially, a form of regular-
ity which is reciprocally recognized as meaningful because different actors see it
as ‘the same’ as other actions performed in different time and space. In that sense
it is, to use Giddens’ words, a ‘recursive’ stretching of ‘time–space patterning’ but,
to alter Giddens’ premises significantly, this is not simply a recursive act from the
perspective of self (structuration) but presupposes confirm-structuring from
others. As we shall see, it is the necessity for this latter act of confirm-structura-
tion which is central both to structural constraint and the maintenance of
relations of power and powerlessness. This consensus upon the reproduction of
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meaning is substantially deeper than Parsonian consensus upon system goals and,
as such, provides conceptual space for the use of the power created for the
purposes of conflict.

■

The capacity to make certain things happen (to make certain predictability occur)
is premised upon its converse: that other causal relations will not take place (as
we shall see they are perceived as non-causal, in the eyes of the potential non-
confirm-structuring beholder). This is the second form of power creation which
occurs through the imposition of structural constraint by one actor upon the
other actor.

It can also additionally be the case that structural constraint takes place
through a failure of imaginative structuration practices and, as a consequence,
does not require a second actor but, from the perspective of sociology, the key to
structural constraint is the failure of confirming-structuration practices by others.
With regard to the genesis of meaning in structuration alone, there is, after all,
no limit to human creativity, madness or eccentricity. What there is a limit to is
the possibility of encountering confirm-structuration – the confirmation and
legitimization of novel meanings.

Structural constraint should not simply be viewed as negative and repressive
– it also facilitates the creation of power through social order because the repro-
duction of structure presupposes structural constraint. Imagine for a moment a
language where actors could change the rules of the game as they went along.
The result would be praxiological chaos and meaninglessness. The liberation of
being able ‘to do as you want’ would result in being able to do nothing – the
story of Babel.

While social order presupposes constraint – if one were anthropomorphic one
would say, social order needs constraint – but the existence of structural constraint
is not explained by that presupposition or need. Rather, it is explained by the
capacity of other agents to non-confirm-structure, or destructure, the novel or
unusual structuration practices of others. Structural constraint is a process
whereby actors who threaten systemic stability by new and innovative structura-
tion practices are met by the non-collaboration of others in the reproduction of
these new structures.

Destructuring others performs an important functional need in preventing
praxiological chaos, hence meaninglessness and the disintegration of the possi-
bility of social power at the first level. However, this occurs at the expense of
freedom.

While the destructuring agents perform an important social function, this
does not explain the practice of destructuration (there is no teleological expla-
nation on offer). The motivations for destructuration are complex and varied.
One of the most obvious reasons for destructuring is the desire to maintain
existing power relations. I would argue that this is central to the type of empiri-
cal phenomena which Bachrach and Baratz (1962) had in mind with their
analysis of the ‘second face’ of power. In complex administrations some issues are
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deliberately made areas of non-decision-making so that power cannot be created
with regard to certain controversial issues. When a non-issue is raised and
directed at those in power, they will claim an inability to confirm-structure
because that is not ‘how things are done’. It will be argued that is not how the
existing social order is reproduced. It may be desirable to deal with a certain issue
but dealing with the issue will entail changing the ‘rules of the game’, hence de-
stabilizing existing structural relations. The use of structural constraint to
disempower others is a significant and obvious motivational component in
understanding why destructuring occurs.

In reaction to disempowerment, those who wish to raise new issue have to try
and expand the conditions of possibility of social order. They will have to build
consensus on new meanings so that novel structuration practices will be confirm-
structured. If successful, the social order will then be changed and a capacity for
action will be created relative to issues which previously lay outside the conditions
of possibility. This process entails empowerment which is the creation of a
capacity for action (‘power to’) with respect to new issue areas which, in all proba-
bility, empowers agents who were previously disempowered. In contrast the
attempt to maintain areas of powerlessness through destructuring to particular
issues is the exercise of ‘power over’ those who would like to have specific issues
brought within the conditions of possibility of the existing social order – while
this sounds negative, let us not forget that the attempt to stabilize social order is
a necessary condition for, consequently functional to, the maintenance of social
order, hence a prerequisite for social power in general. In a contemporary context,
new social movements attempt to create rival arenas where certain issues are
confirm structured as ‘relevant’ or ‘appropriate’ and over time systemic change is
forced upon those who try and maintain the status quo. Clegg (1989: 220–3)
and Mann (1986) use the concept of ‘organizational outflanking’ to characterize
system change. Arguably the ability of actors to create new rival arenas of struc-
tural reproduction can be characterized as a form of organizational outflanking.

In this context, social change is premised upon a form of consensus building.
To take a more contemporary example, early feminists were, by-and-large, met
with disconfirming reactions and, as such were considered to be marginal.
However, over time, more significant numbers and members of the social system
confirm-structured their acts of structuration – one such significant confirm-
structurer was, without doubt, John Stuart Mill.

The routine reproduction of structural bias and consequent relations of power
and powerlessness does not necessarily presuppose active destructuring practices.
Most socially competent actors know what type of structuration practices are
likely to be destructured and, as a consequence, do not put themselves in a situ-
ation of attempting to reproduce structures which others are likely to consider
inappropriate. It could be argued that part of being a competent social actor,
indeed the process of socialization itself, consists in learning and knowing how
to avoid putting yourself in the infelicitous situation of challenging the
established order of things unnecessarily. In Gaventa’s analysis (1980: 136–64)
of disempowered mining communities it tended to be the case that those
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communities which were most dominated were also the most passive. The miners
in these communities knew better than to challenge the established order of
things. While ‘false consciousness’ may have played a part in their failure to chal-
lenge the order of things (we will deal with this at a later stage), it was often the
case that they knew all too well the local conditions of possibility.

Structures create power through predictability. However, this predictability
also precludes certain forms of interaction, thus, certain forms of power are un-
exercisable within particular social and political systems. Some issues are organ-
ized into politics while others are organized out. In itself, this fact is not some
form of conspiracy by dominant elites but is presupposed by social order itself.
If certain acts of structuration are to meet with confirming-structuration, there
will invariably be others which encounter disconfirming-structuration. While
bureaucracy is one of the most manifest instances of this type of power creation,
much of the systemic bias of social order takes place through less obvious and
deliberate forms. Actions which lie within the conditions of possibility in one
society may be outside the conditions of possibility in another. A significant
aspect of social change presupposes a shift in the possible acts of confirming-
structuration. The transition from traditional to modern society can be theorized
at this level. Within traditional society, certain acts of structuration presuppose
responses based upon meanings that are part of a particular system of thought
characterizing the traditional world-view. However, over time, for instance,
demanding the traditional feudal levy would meet with greater and greater resist-
ance. Of course, physical power can be substituted but then the system as a whole
becomes weaker. To a modern actor, the invoking of tradition as a reason for
confirming-structuration makes little sense16 – one can just imagine a feudal lord
demanding a particular form of tribute because actor B’s father and grandfather
before made this tribute and actor B disconfirm-structuring with a comment to
the effect, ‘So what if my ancestors always did that?’. Conversely, it is because the
structuration practices of democracy are unlikely to receive confirm-structuration
from actors with a traditional worldview that democracy is unlikely to survive
very long in a traditional premodern social context.

It is frequently easy to forget that social structures which are dominant within
a given social order had to be fought for at one time and still need vigilant
destructuring practices to maintain them. What is established and taken for
granted today is the result of successful, but hard fought, organizational outflank-
ing in the past. While it is fairly well accepted that the political structures of
democracy were constituted through struggle, it is less remembered, but no less
the case, that the structures of capitalism did not simply develop but had to be
fought for. Up to and, to an extent, including the Renaissance, capitalist prac-
tices were viewed in terms of the sinful activity of indulging in avarice. St Augus-
tine denounced the lust for money and possessions as one of the three principal
sins of the fall of man – power and sex being the other two – (Hirschman, 1977:
9) and Aquinas was equally suspicious of money. However, beginning with
Machiavelli and including Hobbes, Locke, Montesquieu and culminating with
Adam Smith, a powerful case was mounted justifying capitalism in terms of
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controlling the passions and contributing to better politics and the welfare of
society as a whole (Hirschman, 1977). It is arguably the case that if this had not
been done, the taboos against capitalist forms of social action would have seri-
ously hampered the development of capitalism, possibly by keeping it confined
to pariah groups, such as the Jews. Not only did capitalism have to be fought for
morally but the success of capitalism presupposed important shifts in structural
practices. Older authoritative resources which had received regular structuration
and confirm-structuring had to be regularly destructured. As has been argued by
Spruyt (1994), the formation of the modern sovereign territorial state was not
only the outcome of Revolution (English, French and American) but a strategy
pursued by the bourgeoisie to disempower feudal privilege through a complex
series of alliances with monarchies and/or the formation of alternative power
centres within cities – city charters, city states and the Hanseatic League. While
such alliances were strategic, it is important to remember that they also entailed
a fight for a radically different perception of the order of things. To take the
example of time and space: within the feudal world a person’s relation to govern-
ment was bound up with lineage and past practice, while the sovereign territorial
state, in contrast, presupposes loyalty, obligation and tax, based upon physical
siting in space. From the sixteenth century onwards, we witness an absolutely
massive shift towards the standardization and quantification of weights,
measures, time, space, coinage and taxation; moves which were sharply resisted
by the feudal aristocracy who saw (correctly so) this as an attack upon their
privileges. From our theoretical point of view, such standardization entails the
creation of new structuration and confirm-structuring practices, consequently
new conditions of possibility for the creation of power. The idea of selling labour
for so much per hour presupposes a quantification of social life which did not
simply come about of its own accord but had to be facilitated by, on the one
hand, destructuring of older traditional feudal structuration practices while,
simultaneously, ensuring that new structuration practices (those of the standard-
ized, quantified world of bourgeois capitalism) would receive confirm-structur-
ing. In some instances, this meant confirm-structuration from monarchs who,
once they had facilitated the new social revolution by standardizing the
conditions of commerce, rendered themselves superfluous.

■

As is implicit in the above description, the reproduction of systemic conditions
of possibility and bias entails actors who sustain these structures, outside their
momentary structuration and confirm-structuration reproduction, in their social
consciousness. It is social knowledge which enables actors to structure routinely
and maintain confidence that confirm-structuration usually takes place. Meaning
does not exist ‘out there in the world’ but is reproduced by actors for whom the
meanings are consonant with their interpretative horizon – the way in which they
make sense of the world. This takes us to the third aspect of power creation: the
social consciousness which sustains structural practices.

The transition to capitalism and the possibility of empowering new social
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movements entail a change in social order and in interpretative horizon. Struc-
tural constraint is not solely ensured by actors destructuring from a desire to
maintain existing relations of domination. The reproduction of structure entails
the reproduction of meaning and certain meanings are consonant with particu-
lar systems of thought in a way which is analagous to the way in which words are
language-specific. Incommensurability does not entirely equate to incomprehen-
sibility – ‘marriage to a monkey’ does make some sense, yet it is incommensu-
rable with ‘our’ system of thought. If a new meaning is not consonant with the
current interpretative horizon, destructuring will take place, hence, powerlessness
will be reproduced with respect to the issue. To take an example from Foucault
(1970): in natural history at the time of Aldrovandi, mythology and stories
formed part of the discourse used to analyse biological organisms. Resemblances
were a key element in the investigation of natural things and there took place, to
our ears, strange debates, such as whether a plant was a right-side up or an upside-
down animal (does the flower correspond to the face, or the root to the mouth?)
(Foucault, 1970: 21). Fifty years after the publication of Aldrovandi’s work such
debates were inconceivable. The point is not simply that the analogy became false
or was totally incomprehensible but their intended contextual meaning had been
lost, consequently these statements could no longer be taken seriously. The idea
of analogy became infelicitous because the system of thought which supported
such statements had disappeared. When a particular meaning ceases to be part
of the conditions of possibility, it is not necessarily the case that such acts of
structuration become impossible (the world is full of eccentrics and malsocial-
ized individuals), what becomes precluded is that confirm-structuration of any
significant level will take place. Systems of thought sustain conditions of possi-
bility by making certain forms of confirm-structuration likely while precluding
others.

When the authoritative resources of the modern sovereign state replaced
feudal multiplicity and when, in the realm of allocative resources, bourgeois
exchange displaced traditional obligation, this constituted part of a shift in funda-
mental mindset. A teleological worldview lay at the core of the system of thought
which sustained the premodern social order. Objects moved or changed because
of essences within them. An acorn had the essence of ‘oakness’ within it, hence
it grew and became an oak. When Galileo pointed his telescope toward Jupiter
and saw four moons orbiting the planet, he was not the first person to observe
these bright objects (they are visible under certain atmospheric conditions when
there is maximum proximity between Jupiter and Earth and were recorded by
Greek astronomers) but he was the first to give them the meaning ‘moon’. This
act of structuration entailed a fundamental attack upon the system of thought
which sustained teleology. The planet Jupiter was another planet like Earth, thus,
the physics of Earth became extended to the heavens. Jupiter and Earth no longer
had separate essences. Once the essences of the celestial world were destroyed by
Galileo and Newton and the essences of the natural world were reduced to
superstition, the system of thought which sustained the ‘order of things’ within
the Great Chain of Being was sundered. The essences that had sustained
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Feudalism were unsustainable within the logic of a post-teleological mindset. Acts
of structuration which appealed to these essences were met with destructuration.
Just as the planets are all the same, so too, the individual of the modern world is
a simple monad. The individual who reflects the de-essentialized heavens is the
decontextualized liberal self. It no longer matters where you are born, who your
parents are, what your birth-sign is, the unencumbered-self takes its place among
the order of things together with Newtonian gravity which cares neither whom
nor what is moved. This unencumbered self presupposes liberal rights – the vote,
the right to consume whatever is momentarily desirable, impartial justice and life
chances which reflect autonomous choices. The feudal world contained rights
too, though significantly, these differed depending upon the contingencies or –
to them – determinacies of the teleological world of essences.

Once the shift occurs then the previous order becomes arbitrary. This percep-
tion of arbitrariness, and the old order becoming chaos, is exemplified in
Foucault’s analysis of the birth of the modern prison. When those who supported
the modern prison system of punishment tried to displace the sovereign mode of
punishment, they did not do so on the grounds that it was too severe or barbaric:
they opposed it for its arbitrariness. The critics of the prison system, in turn, argue
that it was arbitrary: ‘So that if I have betrayed my country, I go to prison; if I
have killed my father, I go to prison; every imaginable offence is punished in the
same way uniform way. One might as well see a physician who has the same
remedy for all ills’ (Chabroud, quoted by Foucault, 1979: 117). This is a typical
conflict between two different modes of structural reproduction, each destruc-
turing the other, based upon the claim of incoherence – arbitrary cause and effect.
This claim is only partially strategic because each was arguing from a different
system of thought and incommensurability did create mutual perceptions of
chaos and meaninglessness.

Democracy is a set of institutional practices which presupposes a particular
modern interpretative horizon. Consequently, Rorty describes the non-democrat
as ‘crazy, stupid, base or sinful’ (Rorty, 1991: 203) because ‘the limits of sanity
are set by what we can take seriously’ (Rorty, 1990: 288). In a sense, what makes
them appear crazy is the fact that the absence of the possibility of confirm-
structuration makes their actions infelicitous in the same way that naming the
ship the Joseph Stalin, marriage to a monkey or Aldrovandi appear ‘crazy’.

Systems of thought do not necessarily presuppose agreement upon particular
outcomes although they do indeed presuppose overall interpretative horizons
which converge. In his dispute with the bourgeois economists, Marx shared an
interpretative horizon with his adversaries while at the same time desiring entirely
different outcomes: ‘Marxism exists in nineteenth-century thought like a fish in
water: that is it is unable to breathe anywhere else’ (Foucault, 1970: 262). This
also enables us to make sense of the observation made by Foucault when he
asserted that the conflict between Marx and the bourgeois economists was a storm
in a children’s paddling pool (1970: 262). The point is that when Marx argued
against bourgeois economics he did so in a manner which reproduced the system
of meanings used by bourgeois economists. For instance, his critique of capitalist
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exploitation presupposes the labour theory of value, hence the work of Ricardo
and Adam Smith.

When one looks at past and different social systems it is easy to overestimate
the extent to which they were based upon coercion. The reason for this is that
the continuity of the other world is missing. As a consequence, it is difficult to
appreciate the extent to which such radically alternative orders were also sustained
by coherent systems of thought. Mirroring the modern interpretative horizon,
the conflict between labour and employer presupposes the reproduction of a
shared interpretative horizon. The quantification of the world, the imposition of
time and space upon the world entail transformation of interpretative horizon
whereby labour can be sold according to time – labour power can be bought for
so-and-so much an hour. This transformation of time is mirrored in space.
Medieval maps show few if any borders, while in the eighteenth century borders
criss-cross maps. Abstract space becomes a container for politics just as abstract
time becomes the universal measure for the economy. As we saw with reference
to Spruyt’s analysis, the state as universal quantifier of weights, measures and
currency becomes the container of local autoarchic economies, hence, in this
sense political space becomes the meaning container of symbolic economic time.
This capacity to see the world in quantified form facilitates the creation of a new
social order which contains within it new conditions of possibility for the exercise
of power while excluding others which were consonant with a past order of
things.

■

If we think of the third aspect of power creation in terms of commensurability
between structure and system of thought, the fourth involves the relationship
between tacit and discursive thought.

Most of the knowledge which we have of social life is tacit knowledge. At this
very moment I am drawing upon complex rules of grammar and meaning in
order to set forth my argument. If this knowledge were not tacit, there would be
too many things going on around me to be able to concentrate upon the task in
hand – constructing social theory. To use Giddens’ terminology (1984: 41), our
social knowledge is divided between practical and discursive consciousness.
Practical consciousness knowledge is a tacit knowledge which enables us to ‘go
on’ in social life, while discursive consciousness comprises knowledge which we
can put into words. These two forms of knowledge are not entirely separate.
When we learn a second language, we frequently learn discursively what the
native speaker understands as practical consciousness knowledge. Over time, we
come to speak as a native speaker – hopefully! – and the knowledge which once
was discursive becomes practical consciousness knowledge. When a non-native
speaker asks a native speaker what ‘such and such’ means or why a particular word
order is considered grammatically correct, the native speaker will frequently
hesitate in their explanation and only with considerable effort convert practical
consciousness knowledge into discursive consciousness knowledge.

The relative separateness of the two types of social knowledge is an important
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element in the maintenance of systemic stability. Most interaction presupposes a
convergence of practical consciousness interpretative horizons whereby struc-
turation and confirming-structuration occur as a result of tacit, practical
consciousness knowledge. Actors frequently confirm-structure structures that are
central to the maintenance of the power relations which disadvantage them. If
an act of confirm-structuration has never been critically evaluated, never formed
part of discursive consciousness, then it will be reproduced virtually as a reflex.
This is the case even if the structure reproduced presupposes a structural relation-
ship which is disadvantageous to the confirm-structuring actor. It is in this
context that something akin to the idea of ‘false-consciousness’ can be defended.
The ‘false’ has to be dropped, but the concept of ‘consciousness raising’ through
social critique can be maintained and defended. The radical feminist, the trade
unionist and the Marxist are not dispensing true consciousness but it may be
argued that they are making actors aware of aspects of their practical conscious-
ness knowledge which they have never previously confronted in a discursive
fashion. In this case, social critique entails converting practical consciousness into
discursive consciousness. Once knowledge of structural reproduction becomes
discursive, the actor may reject it. In this event, it may become apparent that
certain structural practices contribute to relations of domination and/or are
inconsistent with other discursively held beliefs. As has been argued by Ulrich
Beck (1992: 103–26), the essentialism presupposed by patriarchal social practices
not only contributes to a particular form of relations of domination but is also
incommensurable with the non-essentialist logic of modernity. While early capi-
talism presupposes the economic undervaluing, hence exploitation, of traditional
female roles, at the same time these roles also presuppose structures which are
incommensurable with the spirit of the Enlightenment. In this context, by
converting practical consciousness into discursive consciousness not only does
the feminist perspective make certain ‘female role’ confirm-structuration prac-
tices less likely for reasons of power, but it also makes confirm-structuring less
probable by making it manifest that patriarchy presupposes a logic of essential-
ism which is incommensurable with the system of thought upon which the logic
of modernity and capitalism are premised.17

Theorizing the type of empirical phenomena which Lukes’ third dimension
of power refers to in terms of a form of consciousness raising through the
conversion of practical consciousness knowledge into discursive consciousness
knowledge is not only theoretically consistent with the theory being developed,
hence linking to the other aspects of power, but has the advantage of avoiding
the chief pitfalls of Lukes’ analysis. The idea of ‘false consciousness’ presupposes
‘true consciousness’ as its counterpart. The idea of true consciousness does have
certain applicability to situations where deliberate misinformation occurs – for
instance, a cigarette manufacturer deliberately misinforming people of the ill
effects of smoking. This is relatively straightforward in that a clearly identifiable
agent is exercising power by influencing the thoughts and desires of others. While
we should not underestimate the extent of this kind of behaviour within
contemporary consumer society, it is still the case that most of the power effects
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associated with consciousness – which ‘false consciousness’ and ideology were
intended to designate by Marxist theorists such as Gramsci – are of much wider
scope, less intentionally created and without such relatively clear-cut criteria of
truth and falsity. Capitalists are not deliberately indoctrinating the working
classes (a form of conspiracy theory) and in today’s world feminists undermining
patriarchal relations of domination in traditional societies are not deconstructing
‘falsities’. The latter would not only constitute a conspiracy theory but, in the
case of significant cultural differences, would also be a form of ethnocentricity –
how can calling the culture of others ‘false’ be defended? However, if undermin-
ing power relations is a matter of facilitating individuals in converting their
practical consciousness knowledge into discursive consciousness knowledge, then
the ethnocentric and conspiratorial elements disappear. It is for the other to judge
whether what is presented to them discursively is consonant with their practical
consciousness knowledge and, following that, if the practices which this know-
ledge support are central to relations of domination which they consider illegit-
imate. With regard to the latter, individuals may well decide that even though
their beliefs sustain a social order which distributes power in a highly inequitable
manner this social order is still deserving of support, hence worthy of collabora-
tive structuration and confirming-structuration practices – we shall come to this
point in the analysis of the next mode of creating power.

The conversion of practical consciousness knowledge into discursive know-
ledge is not a matter of truth and falsity, rather a question of recognition. When
we read Foucault’s description of the Panopticon, it is not the case that truth is
revealed to us but that we recognize the patterns of modes of thought which we
have internalized in school or possibly in the workplace. While knowledge
remains merely tacit, it is not confrontable but once rendered discursive it
becomes something which we can distance ourselves from, recognize and
evaluate. This form of power works in two ways: on the one hand the
powerful are empowered and the less powerful disempowered by the fact that
the latter are using practical consciousness knowledge to collaborate in the
reproduction of social order. On the other hand, the less powerful have the
possibility of empowerment, of changing the modalities of power production,
through the ability to objectify certain beliefs and interpretations by making
them discursive.

■

While the conversion of practical into discursive consciousness knowledge
frequently results in the destabilization of social order when it becomes manifest
that actors are contributing to the reproduction of social structures which
disadvantage them, such destabilization does not necessarily occur. To move
from the fourth to the fifth type of power creation, reification constitutes an
important mode of stabilizing power relations. In such instances, structures
appear other than arbitrary and structuration and confirm-structuration take
place because the actor involved (at least the confirm-structurer) believes that the
structures reproduced are not ‘merely’ social constructs. If that is the case, the
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conversion of practical to discursive consciousness knowledge will do nothing to
undermine existing modes of power production.

Structures are conventionally constituted relations of predictability (struc-
turation and confirming-structuration) which is a fact that has the potential to
threaten systemic stability – if social order is all arbitrary convention, why not
do things differently? Reification stabilizes structural reproduction by making the
structures involved appear more than social constructs. In premodern societies,
tradition performed this function admirably: things are the way they are because
they have always been that way. God and the Great Chain of Being similarly
stabilized social relations. The sacred is used to embue the arbitrariness of social
life with an additional quality – to make it other than an artifact constructed by
contingently situated human agents. As observed by Poggi in his analysis of ideo-
logical power, the sacred stabilizes the intrinsically unstable by making what is
‘artificial appear natural, and what is contingent and arbitrary, absolute and
intrinsically valid’ (Poggi, 2001: 65).18

Throughout history, nature has also performed an important reifying
function. When Aristotle asked himself whether slavery was justified, his answer
was that there are those who argue that slavery is merely a conventionally created
social relationship but others who argue that there are people who are by nature
born slaves. If the latter perspective is correct, then slavery is legitimate, whereas
if the former is true, then slavery is wrong – Aristotle’s own view was that there
were naturally born slaves. Contemporary variants of the use of nature include
the use of sociobiologism to legitimate differences in power between the sexes
and the insistence by nationalists that nationalism is some form of natural or
primordial condition of humankind. If a social relationship reflects nature then
the perception of it as ‘unfair’ is beside the point because change presupposes an
‘impossible’ (contrary to nature) thus, arguably, perverse, mode of existence. Post-
modern critiques of essentialism are a contemporary mode of destabilizing and
undermining this form of power relationship.

In modernity, truth performs a significant reifying function. If something is
scientifically true then it is not ‘merely’ a convention. De-reifying truth is a
central element of Foucault’s mode of social critique. He showed how truth
reinforces power and that the order of things might not be as presently consti-
tuted. His mode of critique entails ‘flushing out . . . thought and trying to change
it: to show that things are not as self-evident as one believed, to see that what is
accepted as self-evident will no longer be accepted as such’ (Foucault, 1988: 155).

In his analysis of circuits of power, Clegg (1989) argues that the second circuit
of power – which is the circuit where meaning and the ‘rules of the game’ are
defined – presupposes ‘obligatory passage points’. These are fixed points which
stabilize meaning – points through which all traffic must pass (p. 207). Without
these obligatory passage points meanings become arbitrary and, if this occurs, the
second circuit of power becomes destabilized from system integration and
meanings lose their systemic permanence. Within the discourse developed in this
article, reification is in many ways the theoretical equivalent of Clegg’s obligatory
passage points.19
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Truth reinforces structural relations by ensuring that confirming-structuration
takes place, even when this entails collaboration in the reproduction of structures
which disadvantage the confirm-structurer, through a process where destruc-
turation is the denial of truth. Those who deny truth are the essence of irration-
ality. Destructuring structures which are built upon the solid foundation of truth
is the ultimate in self-contradiction. It is almost like saying what is isn’t; thus the
reproduction of structure is stabilized. However, when individuals read Foucault,
and learn of the petty confrontations that have gone into the creation of certain
‘truths’, those truths become merely reflections of contingent modes of thought
– of interpretative horizons which come and go like the tide and which are invari-
ably erased over time. So, why not contribute to that erasure through destruc-
turing? Why not say what is isn’t if it could have been that way?

In conducting his research for Discipline and Punish Foucault came across the
case of Pierre Riviere, accused and convicted of murdering his mother and two
sisters (Foucault, 1975). What is fascinating about the case was the persistence
by a large number of medical and other scientific experts in producing a large
body of documentary evidence which was superfluous to the conviction of Pierre
Riviere – guilt was beyond doubt, he ran into the street waving a bloody axe in
the air. The judge did not know what to do with this information; yet it was
precisely the fact that Riviere was indisputably guilty that made him an ideal
object of scientific study. The experts were not trying to convict; they were
creating a new object of knowledge, a new meaning which was central to the
constitution of the newly emerging interpretive horizon of scientific rationality
which they were fighting for. They were creating the personalities of deviance
needed to sustain a new expert discourse: the ‘sociopath’, the ‘delinquent’ and the
‘perpetual offender’. In The History of Sexuality Vol. 1 Foucault analyses a similar
cases – for instance, the case of the Lapcourt farmhand (Foucault, 1981: 31–2)
– and in the field of sexuality there emerged new categories of meaning and
knowledge: ‘Krafft-Ebing’s zoophiles and zooerasts, Rohleders auto-monosexual-
ists; and later, maxiscopophiles, gynecomasts, presbyophiles, sexoesthetic inverts,
and dyspareunist women’ (Foucault, 1981: 43). These objects of knowledge are
not simply individuals who are deviant because they have not internalized
dominant conventions but are objectively pathological relative to the certainties
of non-conventional scientific truth. When Tuke freed ‘madmen’ from their
chains they were ‘obliged to objectify [themselves] in the eyes or reason’
(Foucault, 1971: 249). Whose reason? Another arbitrary reason? No, they were
to objectify themselves in eyes of scientific reason. Any attempt to dispute scien-
tific reason is, of course, a form of madness. Hence, cure, as the recognition of
their own pathology, contributes to the recreation of the interpretative horizon
which created them as objects of scientific endeavour in the first place. Similarly,
the propensity of prisons to reproduce delinquents, reproduces and reinforces the
system of thought which contains the perpetual offender as an object of know-
ledge (Foucault, 1979: 256).

The reification of knowledge through science is, in functional terms, the
modern equivalent of God or tradition in premodern societies and it is important
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to recognize that this mode of reification is everywhere. When Marx argued that
his procedures were scientific he was not simply arguing for a particular
procedure, he was making a bid for power (Foucault, 1980: 85). Not only did
he use science but also nature as a way of claiming non-arbitrariness. Central to
his theory of alienation is the idea of species essence; capitalism is not simply
another way of constructing arbitrary social conventions. No, it is contrary to
human species essence and Marx’s alternative vision is consonant with species
essence. This is not one arbitrary social order being contrasted with another; it is
one social order which is contrary to nature being contrasted with one which is
not. The same can, of course, be said of Rousseau and many other political
philosophers who appeal to human nature including, most recently, Parekh
(2000: 114–23).

The example of the attempt to reify social order, thus to maintain relations of
domination, is frequent. Yet, it also has to be recognized that this does not necess-
arily make these reifications solely a will to power. By and large, individuals find
it difficult to live with the idea that their interpretative horizons are entirely
contingent: reification is necessary for ontological security. Furthermore, the fact
that truth is functional to power does not entail that what is being claimed as
true is inherently false. We must not confuse sociology and epistemology. The
claim that power is created by linking meanings to truth or nature does not entail
the conclusion that this linkage is always fraudulent, although it does mean that
it is difficult to divorce from power and interests. It is the failure to make the
distinction between sociological and epistemologically relevant criteria which has
led many to the mistaken conclusion that power/knowledge inherently entails
relativism, hence nihilism. To take a parallel example, the sociological observation
that the belief in God reinforces power relations does not necessarily entail
atheism (see Haugaard, 2002a).

■

The use of truth to reify certain structural practices is central to legitimation and
presupposes a form of reflective agency. In Habermasian terms it presupposes a
mode of justification which goes beyond the simple assertion of the form ‘That’s
how we do it around here’. However, as we have seen in the preceding analysis,
much of the reproduction of relations of power and powerlessness also takes place
precisely because these have not been reflected upon – practical consciousness
knowledge has not been converted into discursive consciousness knowledge. In
that context we argued that this theorization enabled us to avoid over-intention-
alizing social order in the form of a conspiracy theory and truth/false dichotomy
associated with ‘false consciousness’. However, what was methodologically
bracketed was the idea that the transfer of practical consciousness into discursive
consciousness can be deliberately blocked through careful socialization. This is
not the instilling of ‘false knowledge’ but the internalization of routine into the
actor whereby structuration automatically elicits confirming-structuration
through the careful deliberate socialization of agents. Disciplinary power is a
mode of ensuring predictable structuration and confirming-structuration
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practices through enforced routine. When actors are inculcated with routinized
behaviour then the appropriate actions and reactions become virtually reflex. In
other words, the knowledge base which informs the action is purely practical
consciousness knowledge and is likely to stay that way. In some sense, this form
of power can be seen as a reversal of the flow of fourth form of power creation:
in the latter, predictability was ensured through tacit knowledge while here tacit
knowledge is created by going through the motions of predictability. The physical
insistence upon routine produces an actor with a particular, and desirable,
practical consciousness knowledge who is unlikely to reflect. As is argued by
Foucault in his analysis of the Panopticon, the object of disciplining the body is
not the body itself, it is a mere container. Rather, the point it to transform the
‘soul’ (Foucault, 1979:16). Hence, the physicality and coerciveness of disciplinary
power are directed to the goal of its own obliteration. Once the soul is adequately
disciplined the actor will reproduce order as a matter of routine.

Disciplinary power is particular to modernity and is an outcome of the trans-
formation of interpretative horizon which includes the idea that it is possible to
shape socialization to a standardized mould. While disciplinary training can be
found in the premodern world – in the monastery, for instance – in premodern
times it was relatively exceptional. As a mass phenomenon, discipline is the
product of a triumph of Weberian rationalization and extension of the bureau-
cratic model of administration to the socialization of individuals. The needs of
bureaucracy came from the state and industry but idea of controlling socializa-
tion was made possible partly by the Kantian idea of the human mind as the
measure of things and the liberal self. If all actors are to have the same status, why
not make them the same? If there is a true order of things (one that represents
the categories accurately), why not make certain that all minds have it? As was
argued by Gellner (1983), mass education is central both to the emergence of the
modern nation-state and capitalism. The modern capitalist world is a merito-
cratic one where credentialization tells you who somebody is, what their legiti-
mate expectations might be, what they can do and, with regard to any ensuing
differentials, legitimates success. Credentialization presupposes a state monopoly
of education which makes the reproduction of culture (practical consciousness
knowledge) a mass phenomenon and with this the idea of the ‘perfect worker’
and ‘manager’ emerges. This person is someone who is subject to discipline and,
as argued by Foucault, a whole new series of ‘crimes’ emerge: lateness, improper
gestures, etc. These irregularities are, of course, unpredictabilities and are, in turn,
the enemy of social order, consequently the capacity to create social power.
Modern meritocratic capitalist modes of production presuppose individuals who
structure and confirm-structure in an ordered way.

This new discipline is not presented as an arbitrary new set of practices.
Rather, it is scientific (reified – the fifth mode of power creation). Education is a
scientific enterprise and for those who fail to conform, there are additional
standards and modes of normalization. For this purpose there are total
institutions which are micro-worlds of certainty, constituting small universes
where the laws of social physics work perfectly – structuration always meets with
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confirming-structuration. They are intentionally created social systems that
mirror the universe perfectly – Hobbes’ dream for the Leviathan was that it
should be like a clock, a human artifice which mirrors the motions of the heavens
exactly.

Learning to be normal is not solely an outward routine. The actors involved
must internalize the interpretative horizon which goes with the structuration and
confirming-structuration practices. The ultimate test as to whether or not they
have accomplished this task is if they view themselves as delinquent, insane,
criminal or otherwise purveyors of arbitrary chaos. From the perspective of a
social critic, such as Foucault, this may be perceived of as an illegitimate form of
domination but, the unfortunate double-bind of the social condition is that social
power, as the capacity to do things in collaboration with others, presupposes
others who will structure and confirm-structure predictably. So, on the one hand,
the agents of normalization are delegitimizers of certain ways of being, they are
destroyers of freedom, and, yet, they are also preservers of the human capacity to
act in concert.

While physical power is present in the sixth form of power creation, not only
is it the case that the physical power aims toward its own annihilation but there
are also very real limits to the effectiveness of the use of discipline. Bentham
dreamt that his Panopticon could be used to make children ‘believe that two and
two do not make four or that the moon is a cheese’ (Foucault, 1979: 204) and
George Orwell claimed that the ultimate objective of torture was to teach a
person that two and two make five, but the reality is that there are very real limits
to the effectiveness of discipline. Strict boarding schools possibly have more dis-
obedience than liberal ones and, as observed by Foucault, the Panopticon was
also spectacularly successful at producing delinquents. The latter were, of course,
essential signifiers of meaning to the discourse of criminology which sustained
the prison system – the fifth aspect of power creation. Furthermore, what makes
discipline effective is not its physicality but the extent to which routines are reified
or internalized as practical consciousness knowledge. If neither of these take place
the object of discipline becomes entirely unpredictable once they leave the
immediate physical constraints of the Panopticon. It should also be noted that
there are frequent attempts to minimize the coercive aspect of modern discipline,
to construct a discipline devoid of physical violence, as is exemplified by the
abolition of corporal punishment in schools.

■

To summarize our argument so far: social order creates power through
predictability which is a consequence of actors structuring and confirm-
structuring relative to specific meanings (mode one); this entails that particular
social orders create specific forms of power with regard to certain issues conse-
quently creating possibilities of empowerment and disempowerment through
structural constraint (two); these systemic biases are based upon particular
meanings which do not simply exist ‘out there’ but have to be maintained from
knowledge derived from particular interpretative horizons that constitute
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conditions of possibility of power creation (three); the relationship between
power and a system of thought they have internalized may not be obvious to the
actors who structure and confirm-structure largely from practical consciousness
knowledge, hence this tacitness benefits the powerful but, conversely, translation
of this knowledge into discursive form will empower the powerless (four); if a
system of thought is discursive and is seen to reinforce power relations it may still
be subscribed to by the relatively less powerful if it is considered other than simply
arbitrary convention, so reification is a central mode of stabilizing social order as
a source of power (five); because social life is stabilized by practical consciousness
knowledge, socialization through discipline can be used to ensure that actors have
stable and appropriate practical knowledge to secure the reproduction of struc-
tures for existing power relations.

What happens if none of this works? What if there are agents who, for
whatever reason cannot be relied upon to confirm-structure like everyone else
(they do not reproduce social order, they do not have the right interpretative
horizon, their knowledge of social reproduction is not tacit, they do not accept
dominant reification, they have no internalized discipline), what then? Well, the
creation of social power will fail relative to these agents, especially if its ‘power
over’ that is demanded. So, physical power has to put in its place. This is where
Arendt’s observations are apt: physical power is not the ultimate form of power.
Quite the contrary, its use represents the failure of social power. Once the Sover-
eign has to draw their sword it is because the Leviathan has failed to create social
power. In a well-functioning Leviathan, this is a relatively infrequent occurrence
compared with routine compliance.

To look at it from a perspective other than from the collectivity versus the
individual, if collectivities wish to exercise power over other collectivities and the
latter collectivities presuppose different socializations, hence different interpreta-
tive horizons, the collectivities wishing to exercise ‘power over’ only have one
recourse and that is to war, which is the opposite of social power (hence, we can
only hope that the future is not characterized by a ‘clash of civilizations’).

In its raw form, physical power, violence, creates only two forms of predictabil-
ity: mutilation and death. However, in most complex social orders violence is
blended with social power and then we get coercion. In that type of relationship
the less powerful actors are conscious of not wishing to reproduce the meanings
or, alternatively, the outcomes required, but a threat is used to induce them to
do so. It is within this context that the modern state strives for a monopoly of
physical violence. However, as observed by Arendt (1970), a state that continu-
ally uses coercion against citizens is actually relatively weak. This applies equally
to the economy: if coercion is employed everywhere to prevent theft and fraud,
this is an indicator of an ineffective rather than an effective economic system. It
is both in the interest of the rich and powerful to operate within a system where
coercion is minimized, rather than maximized. It is this perception which lay at
the core of Ghandi’s policy of ‘passive resistance’ to the British in India – of course
the latter could have held on to India for longer if they had been willing to bomb
and shoot sufficiently but the result would not have been effective power. Once
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the first form of power creation is contested and the other five forms of social
power are absent, physical power and coercion can inflict terrible suffering but
they are not an effective source of stable social control. Since Arendt’s death, the
collapse of regimes with massive coercive resources in 1989, Mandela’s success
against Apartheid and Israel’s failure to coerce the Palestinians are events which
point to the failure of coercive power as a substitute for the creation of social
power through the reproduction of social order. Table 1 lists the seven forms of
power.

Notes

Draft versions of this article (under the title ‘Reflections on Six Forms of Power’) were
presented to the IPSA Research Group on Power (RC 36) in Helsinki, August 2001, and
at the SPS Seminar series at the European University Institute, Florence, November 2001.
At both these presentations many useful comments were made which have been incor-
porated into the article. I would like to expresss my thanks for these and also to the anony-
mous referees of EJST for their useful contributions.

1 Hindess is primarily interested in the normative justifiability of power.
2 Some argue that the effective threat of violence is power but that the use of that threat

is a failure of power – for instance, Bachrach and Baratz (1963).
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Table 1 Forms of power

Forms of power Example

1 Power created by social order Causal predictability created through the
reproduction of meaning; theorized as 
structuration and confirming-
stucturation

2 Power created by system bias Order precludes certain actions: 
destructuration

3 Power created by systems of thought Certain acts of structuration are 
incommensurable with particular 
interpretive horizons

4 Power created by tacit knowledge ‘Power over’ based upon social knowledge 
that is not discursive. Empowerment 
through the transfer of knowledge from 
practical to discursive consciousness

5 Power created by reification Social order has to appear as non-arbitrary

6 Power created by discipline Routine is used to make actors predictable 
through the inculcation of practical 
consciousness knowledge

7 Coercion Natural power as a base: violence and 
coercion as a substitute for the creation 
of social power
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3 The 1963 article is inconsistent with the 1962 one. It is arguably the case that the
central aspect of power in the 1962 article (non-decision-making) is not a form of
power in the 1963 analysis of power where power is theorized in terms of a soldier
with gun. This remarkable about-turn is not explained by the authors.

4 Mann lists four sources of power – political, military, economic and religious – but,
as observed by Poggi (2001: 21, 180 and 184), physical coercion and is the basis of
both military and political power in Mann’s analysis. Neither Mann nor Poggi view
power in entirely coercive terms, only predominantly so – ‘power over is conceptually
prior to power to’ (Poggi, 2001: 53). Consequently, there will also be reference to their
observations in the analysis of non-coercive power creation.

5 This, of course, takes one into the normative terrain.
6 This article is a development and synthesis of my previous analysis of power.
7 For a longer summary of these positions, see Haugaard (1999, 2002b).
8 It should also be noted that this article is not an essay in analytic philosophy directed

at definitions of power. Rather, it is a work of social theory which entails a sociological
and/or political science claim to the effect that the empirical analysis of power relations
involves at least seven different forms, or modalities, of power. It is argued, for instance,
that the second mode of power creation involves structural constraint but this is not
put forward as an analytic claim to the effect that structural constraint really is power.
More modestly, it is claimed that if we are to understand power relations we should
take account of structural constraint. Consequently, the seven forms should not be
viewed in terms of equivalence of, hence rebuttal to, Lukes’ (1974) dimensions of
power, Bachrach and Baratz’s (1962) faces of power, Hayward’s defacing power (2000)
or the various positions of Connolly (1974/83), Wrong (1979) or Morriss (1987) –
all of whom make analytic claims concerning meaning and terminology.

9 Please note that this list is a loose approximation and the names are provided merely
in order to facilitate orientation.

10 In The Constitution of Society Giddens recognizes that in an earlier critique of Parsons
he failed to appreciate that Parsons was essentially correct in wishing to move the
power debate away from the analysis of coercion and towards the creation of power:
‘The barrage of critical attacks which Parsons’s analysis of power provoked [in a
footnote Giddens includes his own analysis in reference to this comment] should not
allow us to ignore the basic correctives which he helped to introduce into the litera-
ture. Power is the capacity to achieve outcomes; whether or not these are connected
to purely sectional interests is not germane to its definition. Power is not, as such, an
obstacle to freedom or emancipation but is their very medium – although it would
be foolish, of course, to ignore its constraining properties . . . A primary concern must
be the issue of how power is generated. We have to take very seriously indeed Parson’s
contention that power is not a static quantity but expandable in relation to divergent
forms of system property’ (Giddens, 1984: 257).

11 From the position developed here, I do not accept Austin’s distinction between
performatives and truth claims. All acts of the reproduction of meaning are perfor-
mative and, consequently, can potentially be infelicitous. This applies equally to truth
claims. To take an instance, since the eighteenth century a truth claim from the
discourse of astrology is false within the discourses of the natural sciences and simul-
taneously infelicitous. This has not always been the case, Tycho Brahe was both an
astrologer and scientist. While his astrological predictions were false (in two senses)
(a) he gave incorrect predictive military advice to King Christian IV of Denmark
based upon astrology; and (b) was contrary to the principles of modern science) his
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predictions were not considered infelicitous – as they would be today (imagine a
professor of physics dabbling in astrology).

12 Naming babies is even more difficult; we might have the wrong name and the wrong
cleric – that is, someone entitled to name babies but not intended to name this one.
[original footnote from Austin (1975: 23)].

13 Similarly, what distinguishes a genius from an eccentric is that the genius engages in
novel structuration practices which others restructure, whereas the eccentric or
‘madman’ persists in structuring in ways which are not restructured by others.

14 It should be noted that Barnes does not argue that the creation of a ring of reference
entails the re/creation of meaning, that is a retheorization within the framework
developed here. Barnes argues that objects confer power upon agents through their
ring of reference so that, for instance, what makes a cup useful as a cup or a target a
target is knowledge of the ring of reference which surrounds these objects but he does
not interpret this in terms of the creation of the meaning of the objects in question
– a point made by Barnes to the author at the meeting of the IPSA Research
Committee on Political Power, Helsinki, 2001.

15 Those who do not comply are ‘mad’ in Rawls’ vocabulary. What makes them ‘mad’
is being in a position of self-contradiction – on the one hand structuring the demo-
cratic process while, at the same time, not confirm structuring the outcome of partici-
pation (their own defeat). Rawls is, of course, working within a time-honoured
tradition of defining madness as the ability to live with self-contradiction. In this
sense, Rousseau was perfectly accurate in claiming that democracy presupposes a
willingness to be forced to be free.

Rorty describes the non-democrat as ‘crazy, stupid, base or sinful’ (Rorty, 1991:
203) because ‘the limits of sanity are set by what by what we can take seriously’ (Rorty,
1990: 288).

16 Which is why Weber classified this form of social action as irrational. I would argue
that traditional action is irrational only from the perspective of modernity but was
highly rational (if irrational means without obvious causal connection) within the
world-view which characterizes traditional systems of thought.

17 It is interesting to note that European survey research shows women who work in the
home to be relatively conservative politically. However, in contrast, men who work in
the home tend to be more radical and leftwing than average (Stryker and Eliason,
2002). One plausible interpretation of this fact is that both men and women working
in the home are acting out ‘traditional roles’, but the men are doing the same tasks as
the equivalent women with a substantially higher degree of discursive consciousness
because it is relatively unconventional for men to occupy these roles. Hence, higher
levels of discursive consciousness and knowledge of structural reproduction make men
more critical of existing power relations.

18 Previously I listed Poggi (2001) among the thinkers who analyse the creation of power
as coercive. This is not entirely the case, only largely so – as already observed in note 4.

19 Clegg’s analysis of obligatory passage points is inspired by the work of Laclau and
Mouffe – especially Laclau and Mouffe (1985).
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